ClnRG Launch Event:

What is Curriculum Inquiry?

Thursday, September 25th
2:00-4:00 pm
Mezzanine Classroom (B245b)

A conversation with one of Canada’s most renowned curriculum theorists,

Dr. Nicholas Ng-A-Fook

Faculty of Education, University of Ottawa; A Canadian Curriculum Theory Project
www.curriculumtheoryproject.ca/members/

"What is Curriculum Inquiry?" marks the launch of the Curriculum Inquiry Research Group (ClnRG). To celebrate this inaugural event, Dr. Ng-A-Fook will present his work recently published in the Journal of the Canadian Association for Curriculum Studies entitled, "Provoking the very 'Idea' of Canadian Curriculum Studies as a Counterpointed Composition" and engage in a dialogue surrounding historical and contemporary curriculum studies in Canada.

www.educ.queensu.ca/cinrg-launch